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Executive Summary

The sophisticated nature of today’s threat landscape and incessant bad actors continue to wreak 

havoc on enterprise infrastructures. An industry not often mentioned, but one of the most vulnerable 

and attacked more than expected, is betting and online casino services. 

Visibility is the lynchpin to protecting these gaming organizations’ networks by actively looking for 

any security gaps, vulnerabilities, ongoing cyberattacks, and any anomaly or wrong usage of network 

resources. 

The evergreen cybersecurity threat mantra has been, “If you don’t find them, you can’t fix them.” And 

unfortunately, this has never been more true in the gaming industry, as lack of visibility into severe 

threats is still a major security issue. 

There could be several reasons for this; specifically, we’ve seen some organizations in the gaming 

industry that may not understand the importance and impact of network visibility, or these 

organizations’ teams lack the tools and resources to stay vigilant.
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Whatever the reason, the dearth of adequate responses 

from security teams is due to the dependency on 

technologies and parameter-based security solutions. 

Leveraging on these “solutions” and more in general an 

approach strongly dependent on technologies offers 

few chances to guard the environment effectively 

and limits the spectrum of cybersecurity controls that 

these companies apply effectively. 

This paper dissects two major security infiltrations 

of companies in the gaming space. The first case will 

discuss an online betting organization stretching from 

Europe to Asia to the Americas. The second case will 

discuss an online casino company operating in the 

Asia/Pacific.

The intricate, illustrated findings are the result of 

deep-dive analyses from the NetWitness Incident 

Response and Cyber Defense Services team.

Executive Summary (Continued)
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Introduction

The online gaming industry is a wide field comprised of diverse companies 

and games, including online games, casinos, betting services, MMORPGs, 

and online multiplayer games.

From a cybercriminal standpoint, these companies are jackpots for the  

bad guys. 

Because all of these gaming companies store private customer data, 

when targeted by ransomware or other denial-of-service toolsets, the 

organizations are normally willing to pay to recover their ubiquitous 

online presence. The impact of any disruption of the service, of course, 

could be extremely expensive, both in terms of reputation and potential 

loss of a lucrative customer base to other competitors. The competition 

between the services these organizations offer is fierce; as one of our 

customers operating in the online betting world told us, “If you hinder 

access to the platform twice in a day, the risk is that the user will find 

another platform to log into.”

Companies in the gaming industry integrate payment systems with 

dedicated applications, and they must diligently maintain infrastructures 

to support these systems and services. Usually, they develop and maintain 

software, but more importantly, they maintain databases with players’ 

personal and financial data. 

The corresponding “attack surface” is vulnerable. 

In time, these companies developed a well-structured set of controls 

and technologies to protect their customers’ data, a trait that became 

common between different providers. A typical betting portal or online 

casino applies SSL encryption and enforces a strong set of controls on the 

transactions, spanning from the quality of the code to periodic testing of 

its web services.

But as you’ll see, the devil is in the details. 

If you hinder 
access to 
the platform 
twice in a 
day, the risk 
is that the 
user will  
find another  
platform  
to log into.

“
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Northern European Gaming Company 

Background 

The first case targeted a North European gaming company (Company) operating 

globally with its business focused on online betting and operating with four data 

centers located in Germany, Canada, Macau, and Florida. It also operates as a service 

provider for smaller gaming firms.

Operating in a market where privacy is a mandatory requirement, the Company was 

frequently audited by trusted advisors (from the Big Four) and regularly carried out 

vulnerability assessments and pen testing of the online services and corresponding 

systems.

From the code review perspective, the Company is working to leverage standards 

and best practices, and it has implemented a well-structured process for any release 

of the Company’s software.

1
 CASE
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The proximity in the file creation (a few milliseconds apart) in different paths confirm the web 

shells were dropped through an exploit with chained payloads.

FIGURE 1: INITIAL ATTACK SEQUENCE

1
 CASE

Notably, the attacker time-stamped the Creation Time of the web shells metadata to reduce the 

chance of being discovered. Only through the review of $FN Creation Time field we found this 

anomaly and were able to link those two files.

The web shells were different; one named “Logout.aspx” was extremely simple. 

It calls the IIS Worker process (w3wp.exe) to spawn the Command Processor, which, in turn, 

launches PowerShell.

FIGURE 2: $MFT RECORDS RELATED TO THE WEB SHELLS FOUND ON EXCHANGE SERVER DC-1EXCH00

7© 2023 NetWitness LLC  All rights reserved.

Exploit and Compromise

Through an active exploit of the Exchange Web Server (CVE-2021-42321) 

announced the previous day, two web shells were uploaded to DC1-EXCH01 on 

December 9, 2021.
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The PowerShell code instructs the system to download a file via HTTP from a 

specific web page and to execute the file.

The second web shell is more sophisticated; it allows the attacker to interact with 

the system through requests containing the parameter cadataKey. 

If the cadataKey parameter is not specified, the web shell performs a redirection to 

the errorFE.aspx page, returning an HTTP 404 code.

The web shell included the ability to run arbitrary commands and upload, delete, and view the 

contents of files. Once implanted, it allowed the attacker to access the environment with local 

administration rights.

The attacker was able to test the web shell and leave it on the system unnoticed for some 

weeks. Unfortunately, the log retention configured on the Exchange servers was limited to the 

default of 30 days, and that affected the chance to define the attacker actions following the 

drop of the web shells. But based on the findings collected during the investigation, it seems 

the attacker limited his actions during this phase.

In fact, from the date of the initial attack, no other signs of attacker presence were left behind 

until February 18, 2022, when they uploaded a file named lsass.dll to the DC1-EXCH00.

FIGURE 3: EXCERPT OF IISSTART.ASPX WEB SHELL

FIGURE 4: ATTACKER DROPS LSASS.DLL THROUGH THE WEB SHELL

1
 CASE
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Between December 9, 2021 and February 18, 2022, we did not find any significant action or 

system modification once we investigated the case. This is probably due to the attacker trying to 

sell access to a different actor in the meantime — a ransomware gang.



lsass.dll

This malicious file was stored inside the Exchange servers and loaded as a process 

on DC1-EXCH00. The file was built with the goal of harvesting credentials. 

FIGURE 5: LSASS.DLL CREDENTIAL HARVESTING MECHANISM

1
 CASE

This mechanism works in real time and can be configured to act whenever a user authenticates 

with the Exchange server. It is based on the technique developed by Grzegorz Tworek and it 

was built upon Grzegorz POC code: NPPSPY.

To describe the credential harvesting mechanism, we need to clarify the role of the network 

providers in the Microsoft authentication ecosystem. As we are all aware, user authentication 

is a core function of the operating system. The Windows authentication architecture contains 

multiple components that have access to credentials. When users authenticate themselves to 

the operating system, these components can further process the credentials. 

An often-used procedure is the caching of credentials in order to authenticate against  

other systems without users having to enter their usernames and passwords again.

This delegates the Authentication functionality to a number of security providers within the 

system, for example, Kerberos, NTLM (MSV1), TLS/SSL (Schannel), and Digest (WDigest).

Microsoft developed a specific interface called SSPI (Security Support Provider Interface)  

to allow these Security Service Providers (SSP) to manage the process and created a 

specific key inside the system’s registry called “security packages” for the purpose of storing  

the configuration and the components needed by these providers. The key is located in the 

following path:

  HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\System\CurrentControlSet\Control\Lsa\Security Package

9© 2023 NetWitness LLC  All rights reserved.

https://twitter.com/0gtweet
https://github.com/gtworek/PSBits/tree/master/PasswordStealing/NPPSpy
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The LSA protection function can be used to restrict the access to the authentication 

system to SSPs signed by Microsoft. But to circumvent this control, an attacker 

can target specific and authorized Security Providers, in particular, the network 

providers.

A network provider is a DLL that provides support for specific network protocols. 

They use the Network Provider API to communicate with the operating system. 

In the Microsoft ecosystem, a network provider can also be a credential manager. 

Within the Network Provider API, the function NPLogonNotify is used to receive 

credentials as a credential manager, and it is the one used to trace authentication 

to the Exchange server. 

The Network Provider, as a credential manager, offers the following options:

  Logon Notification 
  Via NPLogon and NPLogonNotify

  Password Change Notification
  Via NPPasswordChangeNotify

  Current User Query

  With NPGetUser

By leveraging the creation of a network provider under 

the form of a DLL and by interacting with the Winlogon 
process that provides the interface and authentication 
functionality needed to authenticate users to several 
applications (including Exchange), an attacker can 
successfully copy any credential passed to the Winlogon 
and save it on a local file.

This vulnerability in the authentication process was initially reported in 2004.1 

1
 CASE

1 It was presented at Black Hat 2004 by Sergey Polak: https://www.blackhat.com/presentations/win-usa-04/bh-win-04-polak/bh-win-04-polak2.pdf 

https://www.blackhat.com/presentations/win-usa-04/bh-win-04-polak/bh-win-04-polak2.pdf
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By leveraging the creation of a network provider under the form of a DLL 

and by interacting with the Winlogon process that provides the interface and 

authentication functionality needed to authenticate users to several applications 

(including Exchange), an attacker can successfully copy any credential passed to the 

Winlogon and save it on a local file.

This vulnerability in the authentication process was initially reported in 2004. 

In fact, Winlogon communicates with MPnotify via an RPC channel and communicates 

usernames and passwords. The MPnotify tool then distributes this information to 

the registered credential managers, as illustrated in the following figure:

1
 CASE

FIGURE 6: HOW LSASS.DLL WORKS

Any allowed credential provider can be defined via the registry in the same way as SSPs. 

The registry key ProviderOrder under the path:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\NetworkProvider\Order 

contains all network providers. The function NPLogonNotify is used to receive credentials 
as a credential manager.
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To exploit this mechanism, as the attacker did, you need to create a proper DLL 

based on the code of the NPPSPY and copy it into the system32 folder of the main 

Windows directory. 1
 CASE

FIGURE 7: EVIDENCE OF THE LSASS.DLL PATH FOUND IN THE DC-EXCH00 SERVER

By adding the DLL to the network providers via the modification of the above registry key, the 

attacker was able to activate the malicious module, collecting the cleartext credentials passed 

when the users logged onto the Exchange server. 

While this was not new to NetWitness IR team — other actors used this mechanism to harvest 

credentials without recurring to the most common mimikatz and lsass dump techniques — the 

smooth, organized method adopted by the actor, which strategically limited the implant to the 

Exchange servers and organized the dll to work in conjunction with the web shell, clarified the 

skill set and the sophistication of this actor.

With this trick, the attacker automatically harvested about 320 credentials storing them in a file 

named: tmpQWER.tmp created in the following path:

 C:\windows\temp\tmpQWER.tmp.

Subsequently, the attacker replicated the deployment of this malware to other systems, including 

several domain controllers.
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The Atera Package 

Collecting credentials was not enough for the attacker. A few hours after the setup  

of lsass.dll, they started uploading additional tools through the web shell.
1

 CASE

FIGURE 8: UPLOAD OF ADDITIONAL TOOLS
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As illustrated in the following figure, it took a few hours, between the setup of lsass.

dll and the upload of the first additional package setup.exe, a version of the Atera 

package.

Atera is a commercial software that enables monitoring, management, and 

automation of IT networks from a single console. If used by an attacker, it can 

allow them to monitor the implanted systems and their network and to schedule 

or perform a number of actions, including the execution files and services, the 

modification of system variables, and the scheduling of actions. 

1
 CASE

FIGURE 9: MFT ANALYSIS SHOWING TIME BETWEEN THE LSASS.DLL AND THE ATERA PACKAGE

FIGURE 10: EVIDENCE OF ATERA PACKAGE BEING STORED INSIDE THE MAIN MUNICH DOMAIN CONTROLLER

At this stage, the attacker did not execute additional activities, waiting for some time, probably 

aiming to collect domain credentials to start moving laterally.

In fact, until March 11, 2022, the attacker kept a very low profile.

They accessed the web shell periodically to harvest new credentials but were unwilling to extend 

the activity to other machines.

On March 11, we found the Atera package being deployed on the main Munich domain controller 

from the Exchange server:

14© 2023 NetWitness LLC  All rights reserved.
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In addition, the attacker uploaded Splashtop, an RDP tool, to the system.

1
 CASE

FIGURE 12: EVIDENCE OF THE UPLOAD OF THE LSASS.DLL ON DC-1EXCH01

FIGURE 13: EVIDENCE OF THE ACTIVATION OF THE CREDENTIAL HARVESTING

FIGURE 11: ATTACKER BEGINS TO MOVE LATERALLY, TARGETING DOMAIN CONTROLLERS

The action against the domain controller signed the start of the final phase of the attack.

On March 24, the attacker again uploaded the lsass.dll on the second Exchange Server DC1-

EXCH01 and activated it as illustrated below: 

A few hours after the drop of the malicious dll, they started collecting credentials:

15© 2023 NetWitness LLC  All rights reserved.
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1
 CASE

FIGURE 14: ATTACKER BEGINS EXFILTRATING DATA FROM THE VICTIM

The climax was reached on April 5 when the attacker stole transaction details from 

the online services.

To do that, they moved laterally to the virtualized environment hosting the Online 

Betting Service backend. They collected data from the backend databases, compressed 

it into 7-Zip format, and transferred it to a Web Server: DC3-SPORS2 hosted in 

the Toronto Data Center previously infected with Atera and Splashtop. Then they 

successfully transferred the 7-Zip archives to an external system: 195.149.87.179.



During the analysis, we found extensive evidence in the DC3-SPORS2, 

starting from April 2: 1
 CASE

FIGURE 16: ADMIN ACCOUNT USED FOR REMOTE ACCESS TO THE SYSTEM

FIGURE 17: ANYDESK REFERENCE IN SPLASHTOP LOG FILES

FIGURE 15: EVIDENCE OF ATERA AND SPLASHTOP TOOLS INSTALLED ON DC-3SPORS2 (TORONTO DMZ WEB SERVER)

PLEASE NOTE, THE LOG IN FIGURE 15 IS PRESENTED AS GMT1+ TIME ZONE WHILE THE MFT TIME IN FIGURE 14 IS REPORTED AS GMT.

The attacker used RDP tools to manage the system and to execute the final steps of the 

exfiltration task. 

Evidence suggests that the attacker used a domain admin account to authenticate into the 

system via Splashtop remote access. 

Notably, to complete the exfiltration, the attacker installed another remote access tool onto the 

system: AnyDesk.1

17© 2023 NetWitness LLC  All rights reserved.

1 It was presented at Black Hat 2004 by Sergey Polak:  https://www.blackhat.com/presentations/win-usa-04/bh-win-04-polak/bh-win-04-polak2.pdf 

https://www.blackhat.com/presentations/win-usa-04/bh-win-04-polak/bh-win-04-polak2.pdf


From this point, moving forward, they accessed the system via AnyDesk.

1
 CASE

FIGURE 18: RDP ACCESS FROM M.TURNER

We can reliably state that between April 4-5, they successfully exfiltrated about 12.45 Gb of data 

from the environment, including payments and betting details. 

Unfortunately, up to this point, the attacker worked undetected.

On April 6, the attacker started the deployment of the ransomware inside the Company, aware 

that a similar action would generate immediate alerts. To do that, they worked with different 

strategies.

18© 2023 NetWitness LLC  All rights reserved.
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1
 CASE

FIGURE 19: STANDARD RANSOMWARE DEPLOYMENT

Ransomware Phase 

On April 6, 2022, the attacker completed the operation by executing a massive 

dissemination of Conti ransomware with a combination of RDPs and PsExec sessions.

The attacker divided the dissemination of the ransomware into three blocks:

1. The standard machines 

2. The backup environment

3. The virtual infrastructure

Regarding the standard machines, the attacker loaded and executed the ransomware 

with a mix of RDPs and PsExec sessions. 



  The distribution started from a single point, a trusted system: the domain controller 

DC1-DC0001, originally owned by the attacker since March.

With a separated and tailored action, the attacker ensured the backup servers of 

the Company were encrypted by leveraging another variant of the ransomware and 

another domain controller: DC1-APDC01, as illustrated in the following figure:

The same variant was used against the Company’s ESXi servers (about 50 hosts), which 

adversely affected about 2,000 virtual machines hosted in them.

• The ransomware file the attacker deployed to the ESXi servers was named 32app.

• The common version affecting the other hosts was named  

bet9je_com_alpha_encrypt_app.exe.

1
 CASE

FIGURE 20: RANSOMWARE DISSEMINATION TO THE BACKUP AND THE VIRTUAL INFRASTRUCTURE

FIGURE 21: RANSOMWARE FILES INSIDE A BACKUP SERVER
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The appearance of PSEXESVC around the same timeframe suggests that PsExec was used by 

the attacker to detonate the ransomware.

The ransom note appears shortly after, suggesting that the attacker immediately executed 

the ransomware.

1
 CASE

FIGURE 22: EVIDENCE OF RANSOMWARE DEPLOYMENT

FIGURE 23: EVIDENCE OF PSEXEC.EXE AND PSEXESVC.EXE ON THE SYSTEM

21© 2023 NetWitness LLC  All rights reserved.

An example of the ransomware standard deployment against a Munich server

The number of machines impacted by the ransomware was roughly about 1,820, 

including 1,132 physical and virtual servers. The vast majority of these systems 

were infected through the activation of PsExec and the remote deployment of the 

ransomware.

The following is an example of the evidence collected during our investigation of the 

compromised systems.

On April 6, 2022, at 04:39:52 a.m., the machine DC1-APUP01 was implanted by the 

ransomware dropped in the root Windows directory:

 C:\Windows
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Activation of PsExec was found inside the recovered Windows logs:

To confirm the distribution of the ransomware was scripted, this is the record of an 

Exchange server in Toronto, where the attacker launched psexec.exe before detonating the 

ransomware:

1
 CASE

FIGURE 24: LOG REFERRED TO THE PSEXEC REMOTE EXECUTION

FIGURE 25: MFT EVIDENCE OF PSEXEC.EXE BEING DROPPED ON DC-3EXCH003 IN TORONTO

FIGURE 26: CREATION OF PSEXESVC SERVICE ON DC-3EXCH003 IN TORONTO 

22© 2023 NetWitness LLC  All rights reserved.

NWIR found evidence of the compromised account m.turner being 

logged on through RDP at the time the ransomware was deployed.
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Ransomware Setup in the Backup System 

From the attacker’s perspective, one of the key elements in a disruptive attack like 

ransomware where the victim should be forced to pay is to ensure the victim is not 

able to immediately recover and get back to business.

Any sophisticated ransomware gang knows that the backup infrastructure should 

be taken down and kept off during the remediation phase to effectively force the 

victim to open a conversation with the attacker.

In this case, the Conti gang preferred to manually encrypt the backup infrastructure 

to ensure the complete corruption of the snapshots and the backed up data.

To find and corrupt the backup infrastructure, Conti scanned the Munich Data 

Center in mid  March 2022. 

That was executed by using a second domain controller: DC1-APDC01, which was 

an internal DC used by the staff. 

1
 CASE

The earliest sign of malicious activity on this system goes back to March 27, 

2022, with the appearance of the advanced_port_scanner.exe tool under: 

 C:\Users\i.elidio.<Redacted>.000\AppData\Local.



NWIR found evidence of connections made by i.elidio’s account through Remote Desktop 

to connect to this system from AP1-IISCONF00 (10.0.1.21). The account is a member of the 

domain admin group.

By analyzing the NTUSER.DAT file of the account and found evidence of execution of the 

advanced_port_scanner.exe tool from the “i.elidio” account, confirming it as one of the 

accounts used by the attacker.

Records of the tool were unearthed from MFT analysis: 1
 CASE

FIGURE 27: EVIDENCE OF ADVANCED_PORT_SCANNER.EXE ON THE SYSTEM

FIGURE 28: RDP LOGIN FROM I.ELIDIO ON THE SYSTEM

FIGURE 29: EVIDENCE OF EXECUTION OF ADVANCE_PORT_SCANNER FROM I.ELIDIO
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1
 CASE
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FIGURE 30: EVIDENCE OF LSASS.DLL ON BACKUP01-

FIGURE 31: EVIDENCE OF TMPQWER.TMP ON BACKUP01-

FIGURE 32: RECORDS OF SSH HOST KEYS RELATED TO ESXI SERVERS FOUND ON WK-0PRTG00

The backup server was also targeted by credential harvesting activity through 

the “usual” lsass.dll setup this time was installed on March 28, 2022:

The reason for credential harvesting on the backup server was probably related to the attempt 

to collect service accounts and their passwords because the activity carried out against the 

Exchange was not offering these types of accounts. 

Ransomware Against the Virtual Environment 

To confirm the service account hypothesis, we should take into account that from April 2, the 

attacker has been seen accessing ESXi servers via SSH sessions.

During the investigation, we successfully identified these records inside WK0-PRTG00, a PRTG1  

server running in the Munich Data Center and managed by network administrators:

1https://www.paessler.com/prtg

https://www.paessler.com/prtg


1
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The Company confirmed the machine was not planned to do remote management of 

ESXi servers, and the records we found were confirmed malicious.

Throughout the investigation on the PRTG system, we found evidence of RDP 

connections by the attacker from BACKUP-01 using the service account called 

monitoring on April 01, 2022:

Basically, not having direct access to the ESXi infrastructure from the domain controller DC1-

DC00001, the attacker moved laterally to the PRTG server via backup network (10.0.200.0/24), 

installed RDP tools, and then the server as a jump point to access the virtual environment.

Engaging our NetWitness Endpoint, we found evidence of Atera and Splashtop remote 

management tools, appearing on April 2 at 2:42:35 a.m.

NWIR also found evidence of AnyDesk being installed on the system during the same 

timeframe, potentially indicating that it was installed through Atera.

FIGURE 33: RDP ACCESS BY THE ATTACKER USING <REDACTED>\MONITORING ACCOUNT

FIGURE 34: MFT EVIDENCE OF ATERA AND SPLASHTOP

FIGURE 35: MFT EVIDENCE OF ANYDESK
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Analysis conducted on the Terminal Services event logs indicate that the attacker accessed the 

system through RDP on April 2, 2022 from DC1-DC00001 (10.0.250.1) using the m.turner 

account.

Entries from the NTUSER.DAT file of the m.turner account confirmed that the attacker downloaded 

Putty and used it to connect to several systems through SSH.

FIGURE 36: RDP CONNECTION FROM THE ATTACKER USING M.TURNER ACCOUNT

FIGURE 37: MFT EVIDENCE OF PUTTY.EXE

1
 CASE



1
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The system was then used to download and distribute the ransomware. 

Evidence unearthed from the Splashtop logs suggests that the attacker downloaded 

and executed the ransomware by using the remote access tool on April 6, 2022,  

as illustrated in the following figure:

Additional evidence confirmed the hypothesis: We found two files potentially related 

to the ransomware executable, 64app and 32app, transferred using the Splashtop 

remote access tool and dropped in the same folder in the same time frame.

FIGURE 38: RANSOMWARE EXECUTABLE DOWNLOADED THROUGH SPLASHTOP

FIGURE 39: RANSOMWARE-RELATED ARTIFACT 32APP TRANSFERRED THROUGH SPLASHTOP

This is confirmed by the MFT where the ransomware executable can be found in the path:

 C:\Users\m.turner\Downloads



1
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Unfortunately, we were unable to determine the content because by detonating the ransomware 

against the system, any file went encrypted and was beyond repair at the time of the investigation.

FIGURE 40: RANSOMWARE-RELATED ARTIFACT 64APP TRANSFERRED THROUGH SPLASHTOP

FIGURE 41: MFT EVIDENCE OF RANSOMWARE ARTIFACTS

MFT analysis indicates that the files are found in the directory:

 C:\Users\m.turner\Documents 

The final evidence of ransomware executable on the system was the file called:

bet9ja_com_alpha_encrypt_app.exe 
found in the path:

 C:\ProgramData\USO 

And a sample of PsExec called psexec.exe was found in the usual temp folder:

 C:\Windows\Temp 
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As illustrated in the following figure:

Confirmation of PsExec usage was recovered from the NTUSER.DAT:

1
 CASE

FIGURE 42: EVIDENCE OF RANSOMWARE EXECUTABLE ON THE SYSTEM

FIGURE 43: EVIDENCE OF PSEXEC USAGE



1
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NWIR resumed analysis of this system and continued to find additional evidence of 

attacker activity in it. A review of the NTUSER.DAT file for user m.turner revealed 

several SSH and RDP connections from this system. The attacker performed the 

following SSH connections from this system:

The attacker also performed numerous RDP connections from this system. These systems are 

shown below:

FIGURE 44: ATTACKER SSH CONNECTIONS FROM BACKUP01-

FIGURE 45: ATTACKER ACCESSED SYSTEMS WITH NO ECAT AGENT



1
 CASE
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In processing the m.turner bitmap cache files, we gained additional insight into the 

attacker’s activity. 

The bitmap cache files are pieces of the screen that Windows caches as part of the 

RDP functionality. Some of the most interesting results are shown in the figures below.

FIGURE 46: PUTTY USAGE BY THE ATTACKER

FIGURE 47: EVIDENCE OF RANSOMWARE EXECUTION ON ESXI SERVERS
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Untouched Systems

During the attack, the actor kept three systems untouched, in particular the Exchange server.

This is probably due to the goal of keeping an eye on the target. In fact, the victim’s email 

system was still working despite the encryption of the remaining systems. 

Signs of these activities were reported by the NetWitness network as illustrated by Figure 48.

FIGURE 48: MACHINES LEFT UNTOUCHED BY THE ATTACKER

FIGURE 49: SIGNS OF ATTACKER ACCESS TO THE MACHINES LEFT UNTOUCHED

1
 CASE
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Conti Ransomware 

Conti is a ransomware that has been observed since early 2020. 

The software uses its own implementation of AES-256, which uses 

up to 32 individual logical threads, making it much faster than most 

ransomware.

The gang behind Conti is known as Wizard Spider and is based in Saint 

Petersburg, Russia1.  It has operated a site from which it leaked documents 

stolen from victims of ransomware since 2020. The gang is known for its 

aggressive tactics and large-scale attacks against a wide range of public 

and private organizations. 

The same gang has operated the Ryuk ransomware.

At the beginning of the Ukrainian conflict, the gang publicly announced 

support to the Russian side, and a few days later on February 27, 2022, 

a leak emerged about the gang activities from an individual with insight 

into the infrastructure and activities, beginning with internal chat 

messages and including source code of some of the attacker tools.

The leak went public, published via a Twitter account:

https://twitter.com/ContiLeaks

The leak 
went public,
published 
via a  
Twitter  
account 
named  
@ContiLeaks

1https://flashpoint.io/blog/history-of-conti-ransomware/
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The original leak links are no longer available, but VX-Underground has a copy of the entire 

trove of the Conti leak: https://share.vx-underground.org/Conti/

This breach led to the eventual shutdown of the Conti ransomware brand in June 2022, 

though it’s believed members of the gang have quietly moved into other ransomware 

operations, including Hive,  Royal,   and Black Basta. 

At their peak in the middle of 2021, the main Conti team consisted of 62 people, but the 

number of members fluctuates over time which necessitates constant recruitment from 

cybercriminal communities and local job posts. One remarkable aspect that the leaks showed 

is that Conti operated like a software development company; this is common to other 

ransomware gangs, such as REvil and DoppelPaymer we investigated previously. 

The ransomware phenomenon generated in the last four years confirms this “software 

company” model: The cybercriminal gangs extend beyond the typical size of a traditional 

gang that forced the structure to introduce a stronger hierarchy and a set of intermediate 

figures. This could be compared to executives of a traditional company to keep pace with the 

“business” growth and the number of tasks that should be addressed to manage such large 

numbers of victims.

https://share.vx-underground.org/Conti/
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From the perspective of the Conti attack techniques, the figure below is a summary 

of the most common actions adopted by the actor:

The list shows a significant set of different techniques and tools used by the actor, 

grown especially in 2021 when the group was under the spotlight of the cybersecurity 

world by attacking big public and private companies, especially in the U.S. 

However, the general progression of a Conti attack is very similar to the one observed 

for other ransomware gangs:

FIGURE 50: MITRE ATT&CK MATRIX FOR CONTI

FIGURE 51: TYPICAL PROGRESSION FOR RANSOMWARE ATTACKS
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Online Casino

This case targeted a group operating in the online casino sector (Company) with two 

data centers located in Australia and Hong Kong. The Company is mainly focused on 

Asian-Pacific market with small points of presence in South Africa, U.K., and U.S.

From the cybersecurity perspective, the Company at the time of the breach in late 

2021 was mainly managed by a global MSSP with the support of local providers.

Similarly to what we saw in the first case, privacy of online transactions is paramount, 

and the Company applied strong controls upon online services in terms of 

infrastructural security and the development of secure transaction systems.

However, they left several weaknesses in their cybersecurity ecosystem unguarded, 

resulting in a targeted attack from affiliates of the same Conti ransomware gang 

discussed in the first case.

During our investigation, we identified a number of critical vulnerabilities:

1. Total lack of network visibility

2. No centralized SIEM

3. Absence of a behavioral-based solution to inspect internal staff activities

2
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The following figure illustrates some additional problems, including a significant 

number of “enablers of compromise” for this Company:

An enabler of compromise is an exploitable condition that could lead to a faster or wider 

expansion of the radius and the magnitude of the attack.

Typical enablers of compromise are legacy protocols, such as SMBv1, Telnet, and TFTP.  

These protocols, if exploited, could grant significant advantages to the attacker.

In this case, leveraging weak content inspection regarding the email system, we saw that  

the attacker targeted the staff with domain spoofing and spear phishing.

FIGURE 52: SUMMARY OF WEAKNESSES IN THE CYBERSECURITY PRACTICE OF ONLINE CASINO

FIGURE 53: OVERALL STRATEGY FOR A CREDIBLE SPEAR-PHISH ATTACK
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The attacker sent an email mimicking a contractor and asking for feedback on a service 

architecture. 

The email asked to set a time for a call the following week about the content of the email.

FIGURE 54: SPEAR-PHISHING ATTACK
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Two of the targets agreed to follow the instructions contained in the email and  

downloaded the malicious file from the “TransferNow” folder executing it. 

The outcome was the immediate compromise of two internal laptops through  

the initial BazarLoader executable, which downloaded and executed a Cobalt 

Strike custom agent.

Unfortunately, the accounts linked with this initial infection were domain accounts with authorized 

remote access to the corporate network, which was an essential key for the second part of the 

attack. In addition, the local administrator password was shared between systems, which turned 

to be another key point for the attacker to immediately extend the radius of his attack.

The following figure summarizes the outcome of the whole attack. It took 12 days to be completed 

from the initial compromise of the laptops.

FIGURE 55: ATTACK STRATEGY
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Basically, the attacker used a recognizable strategy. They infiltrated the corporate network 

leveraging corporate credentials they retrieved from the laptops, verified the victim systems, 

and once his Cobalt Strike implants were fully functional, they passed the access to Conti. This 

accessed the environment, installed AnyDesk and Splashtop upon some systems, and from 

there, the attacker progressed to the final stages of the attack, exfiltrating data to a MEGA 

folder and detonating the ransomware.

From the investigative perspective, we were activated after the ransomware was detonated, similar to 

what we saw in the first case. To rebuild the entire attack flow, we started from the Conti banner taken 

from an abused system:

About 1,200 desktops and 1,531 servers were completely infected by the Conti ransomware.

A very small fragment of servers was spared from the ransomware; not enough to restore the services in a 

timely fashion.

Our first priority was to ensure the recovery of the Company online gaming systems without risking the loss 

of the narrative of the attack and the main evidence of the initial compromise.

The ransomware execution was immediately linked with logs related to PsExec, the mechanism used to 

distribute it. The actor leveraged two systems to disseminate and detonate the malware:

1. A file server, which turned to be the key system in the attack

2. A software distribution server

To successfully lock out critical systems in the network that maximized the damage, the attacker executed a 

number of network scans and lateral movements. We started from there.

We found records of a massive scan activity between a file server and several other network segments that 

occurred between December 11 and13. 

2
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FIGURE 56: REDACTED BANNER OF THE RANSOM REQUEST
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Stage 1 

At the time of the analysis, only one laptop was still presenting signs of the Cobalt Strike  

agent used by the attacker, but additional traces of its presence were found in the MFT. 

Thanks to these findings, we were able to identify the public IP hosting the C2, as illustrated  

in the following figure:

FIGURE 57: BAZAAR LOADER PROCESS ATTEMPTING TO DOWNLOAD COBALT STRIKE AGENT

FIGURE 58: MFT RECORDS OF THE MALICIOUS TOOLS USED ON THE LAPTOP CIDT-ICT01

Strike agent implanted on the laptops, the attacker was able to steal local cached credentials 

through ProcDump (the file was called “procd.exe”) against the lsass.exe process, storing the 

dumped credentials in the folder:

 C:\Windows\Temp\lsass.dmp

As illustrated by the MFT record:
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Stage 1 (Continued)

When the Cobalt Strike agent was executed, it injected itself into various other processes 

on the host (explorer.exe, rundll32.exe) and resulted in the svchost process being used to 

form the connection toward the C2. 

ProcDump was no longer available in the system, but traces of its presence were unearthed 

from the MFT. The resulting timeline is close to the initial deployment of Cobalt Strike and 

confirms the activity had been carried out in a single step once the initial payload was executed 

by the victim.

In time, after the initial setup of the malware, the threat actors began reconnaissance using 

Windows utilities like ping and tasklist. In addition, the actor started Active Directory (AD) 

discovery using AdFind as recovered from the laptop:

During this phase, the attacker enumerated several servers in the Sydney data center, in particular, 

a file server FSSIT-DEV01 that will become a focal point for the next stages of the attack.

The following figure summarizes the attacker activities in the first stage:

FIGURE 59: FIRST STAGE OF ATTACK
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Stage 2 

With valid credentials and confirmed VPN access to the network, the attacker handed  

over the access to the Conti gang.

The latter immediately focused on staging his persistence implanting tools (AnyDesk and 

Atera software) to some servers, in particular the FSSIT-DEV01 file server and ICTW7-ITC01, 

an internal web server integrating AD single sign-on, which allowed the attacker to query and 

access a domain controller.

FSSIT-DEV01 was used both as a bridge between the remote developers and the internal 

production systems, where software and code were passed to production, as well as a hosted 

Secure FTP port open to maintenance contractors. As such, it was allowed to communicate 

remotely on port SSH and internally with SSH and SMB.

In fact, the attacker implanted Putty and pivoted access to other segments of the network from 

it. To confirm this action, we found traces of SSH keys under the Putty folder:

FIGURE 60: PUTTY SSH KEYS STORED IN JUMP SERVER
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Stage 2 (Continued) 

The victim’s IT staff clarified that Putty was not installed by them, nor were they using  

the server as a jump point to other network segments.

The access to ICTW7-ITC01 was allowed by the account stolen from the second laptop,  

which was linked with an internal project manager allowed to post news on the system.

FIGURE 61: SECOND STAGE OF ATTACK
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Stage 3 

The final stage of the attack took place once the actor was able to deploy a logon script 

via Group Policy Object (GPO), which ran the code every time the computer started up  

and connected to the domain.

However, prior to deploying the ransomware and detonating it, the attacker accessed 

transaction logs stored on Hong Kong servers, collecting sensitive data belonging to the online 

casino games. 

They were able to do that once they found an inventory script running on the backend systems 

with the list of the critical database systems, including their credentials.

With this lucky shot, they were able to query the databases directly and harvest about 7.6 Gb of 

transactions.

FIGURE 62: CRON SCRIPT /ROOT/INVENTORY_QUERIES.SH

FIGURE 63: EVIDENCE OF DATABASE DUMPS IN HONG KONG TRANSACTION SERVERS
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Stage 3 (Continued) 

The exfiltration of the database dumps was executed by moving them to a folder mapped  

to a published website from a Hong Kong database and accessing the folder via a TOR  

network.

During the investigation, the evidence of the TOR sessions was extracted from the web server logs. 

In the final stage of the exfiltration, the attacker cleared its traces from the Hong Kong systems 

and started the final stage of the activity: the dissemination and detonation of the ransomware. 

FIGURE 64: EXFILTRATION STRATEGY

176.9.1.211 - fanyglo [17/Nov/2021:14:25:32 -0000] “GET /ssec-14.zip HTTP/1.1” 200 81283423 “http://
www.*************.com/************/wklstreaming/events/ssec-14.zip “ “ Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:60.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/60.0”
176.9.1.211 - fanyglo [17/Nov/2021:14:27:02 -0000] “GET /ssec-13.zip HTTP/1.1” 200 74131104 “http://
www.*************.com/************/wklstreaming/events/ssec-13.zip “ “ Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:60.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/60.0”
176.9.1.211 - fanyglo [17/Nov/2021:14:28:40 -0000] “GET /ssec-12.zip HTTP/1.1” 200 87174400 “http://
www.*************.com/************/wklstreaming/events/ssec-12.zip “ “ Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; rv:60.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/60.0”
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Conclusion

Ransomware hurts any industry, but the gaming environment has proven to be one of 

the most vulnerable. As this paper has illustrated, evidence of a dearth of visibility has 

become a common trait of these companies regarding both network and endpoints. 

While these gaming companies are focused on application security, they are not 

seeing the way the attackers can breach. Which means they’re not always seeing the 

bigger cyber-risk picture. 

Our past experiences lead us to continue to suggest that, to overcome ransomware 

threats, it is important to establish and maintain constant monitoring of network and 

endpoints to promptly detect any suspicious activity or anomalies. 

In addition, having a robust backup and recovery plan is critical to mitigating the 

impact of a ransomware attack. In fact, in both these cases, the availability of clean 

backup was lacking, forcing extreme measures to recover a clean environment. This 

lesson told us that it is paramount to regularly back up the company’s data, move it to 

a secure location that is not directly connected to your network, and test your ability 

to recover data from these backups.

Last, the company’s culture should reflect the change in direction that these threats 

impose onus. It is important to educate the employees on how to identify and report 

suspicious activity, such as phishing emails or unauthorized access attempts. Regular 

training can help to build a sound security culture and reduce the risk of a successful 

ransomware attack.
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